How To
Mage One
for merchants
In this document we explain what is required to become a Mage One customer and receive security and compatibility patches in the future.

**Registration:**
You need an account with us. With this account you can manage your contracts. Here we explain how it is created.

**Subscribing to our services:**
To obtain a contract with us, book a subscription. This section explains what is required for this.

**Frequently asked questions / FAQ:**
How long is the contract period? Which Magento version is supported? What are these files? How will I be informed about new patches? Will I be informed about the vulnerability before the patch is released? How long does it take until a patch is finished? We answer these and other questions in the FAQ section.
Registration

Registration (and the following login) is possible on the website: https://my.mage-one.com

You will only need an e-mail address, no further data will be collected at this stage. Please also choose a secure password of at least 8 characters and make sure that the password contains at least one number and one special character.
After submitting your registration data, you will receive an e-mail.

MageOne Team

Welcome test@neoshops.de!
An: test@neoshops.de

Hello test@neoshops.de!

To finish activating your account - please visit https://my.mage-one.com/register/confirm/a2hTyZVeqv2NQtMY7OZb8C7/eVKTxQZAZ_wtGkwyjE

This link can only be used once to validate your account.

Regards,
the Team.
Click on the link in the e-mail to complete your registration. The e-mail will be sent out immediately. So if you have not received an e-mail after your registration, please check your spam folder. You are also welcome to contact our support at info@mage-one.com

If you did not receive an e-mail.
The link in the e-mail is valid for 48 hours. If the validity has expired, please contact our support.
Patches

You are now automatically logged in and can click on "Dashboard" to get to the homepage of your customer account.

As soon as a patch is available, it will be ready for download there. Answers to common questions about our patches can be found in the "FAQ" section of this document.

In addition, a certificate is available on this page which you can forward to your payment provider, if required, and which describes how to use our service.
On the page "Subscriptions" you can manage your contracts and add new ones.
For the **first step** you need:

- the URL of your shop
- your annual turnover (how this is calculated you will find further down in the “FAQ” section
- the Shared Code is intended for special shares, you usually do not need this code and therefore it can be ignored.

![Subscription Assistant](image-url)
After you have clicked on "Calculate", step 2 follows and you will see the possible support contracts. You can now choose between annual or monthly payment. The prices for the monthly payment method are 10% higher. Please keep in mind: the term is still one year! More information can be found in the FAQ section at the end of this manual.
You now select your desired plan by clicking the "Select" button and will then be taken to the overview page where you can enter your contact details.

On this page you:
- enter your billing address
- have an overview of your support contract details
- see your detailed payment plan
- answer a few more questions about the contract
- read and accept our terms of contract and the Privacy Policy.
Additional contractual questions must be answered with either "Yes", "No" or "Maybe". If necessary, ask your programmer or agency in advance how these questions are to be answered:

- Do you use Magento Open Source Version 1.9.4.5?
- Are the patches installed by certified Magento developers?
- Do you have up-to-date, quickly installable backups of the database?
- Do you use a version control system to manage file changes? Do you have a staging system to test the patches before they go live? Is our insurance limited to 250,000€ enough for you?
- Has the original code been modified by you?

This contract is based on the following agreements:

- Terms and Conditions Click for details
- Privacy Policy Click for details

Subscribe to paid service
By clicking on the button "Subscribe to paid service" the contract is complete.

You will receive an invoice e-mail in the next letter. Please pay your subscription then.

Thank You!

Subscription Assistant

✓ 1. Subscription calculation
✓ 2. Select a subscription plan
✓ 3. Company data and contract questions
⇒ 4. Receive an invoice via email and pay

Thank you very much for your subscription.

You can now download patches for https://ideshop.mage-one.com as soon as they are available.

You will receive an invoice e-mail shortly. Please pay your subscription with the payment method of your choice.
On the page "Subscriptions" you will then find an overview of the status of your subscription.

You can view the following information:

- The URL of your shop instance
- Your subscription plan (here you can see, for example, that you have chosen an annual subscription)
- That you pay monthly and have reported sales in the range of up to 1 million.
- When the term of the contract begins
- The status of the subscription ("Contract unfinished", if you have not yet clicked)
- If you have clicked on "Conclude contract with costs", "Invoice open" if you have concluded the contract but not yet paid, "Invoice paid" if you have paid your invoice.
- Possible actions (You can edit your contract by clicking on "close contract" here and then close it)
Frequently asked questions / FAQ

Contract period and termination

How long is the contract period?
The contract period is one year. You must cancel at least 3 months before the end of the contract period to prevent an automatic extension of the contract period. You can also cancel directly after the end of the contract, in which case the subscription will stop automatically after one year.

Does the monthly payment method mean that I can also cancel the contract monthly?
No. You can choose between a monthly or annual payment method. The monthly payment method is 10% more expensive. However, this has no influence on the contract period. This is still one year.

Why do you have such long contract terms?
To make our product really secure, we need support from hackers and security experts. We want to offer them money for their work, so that they sell the security holes to us and not to the black market (BugBounty-Program: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bug-Bounty-Program) In order to be able to invest sufficient capital in this program, we need a reliable long-term income.

Conclusion and expiration of the contract

How does the conclusion of the contract take place?
Once you have registered, you conclude a contract with us under "Subscriptions" by following the instructions. At the end you will receive an invoice and pay it. The contract is concluded by clicking on "subscribe" BuFon in your customer account.

Which turnover do I state?
You enter the turnover that is achieved in your shop. Cancellations are not included in this. If you do not know or cannot yet foresee the turnover of the current year, enter the turnover of the previous year. If you have a multishop, add up the sales from the individual shops.

What about revenues from ebay or Amazon that are generated by the shop? These are included in the shop turnover. The reason is that this data must also be protected. If a shop were to be hacked, this data would also be at risk and so would these transactions.
Can the contract be viewed beforehand?
Yes, you can view the contract in advance at this URL: https://my.mage-one.com/termsAndCondition/

What payment methods are available?
You can pay by credit card, bank transfer SOFORT. You will receive the invoice after completion of the contract at the beginning of the contract term and then at the time of renewal.

What are the cancellation periods?
Do not forget to cancel at least three months before the renewal date. If, for example, the contract is extended on July 1, 2021 after the contract was concluded on July 1, 2020, you must give notice of termination by March 30, 2020. This information will be listed again when you conclude the contract!

Requirements

Which Magento version is supported?
You need the Magento Community Edition in version 1.9.4.5. Older versions are not supported.

What to do if I have an older Magento version?
For example, if you are running a shop in version 1.9.1 but have always patched it, it is very likely that our patches will work in your shop. However, we cannot guarantee this as we do not test this. In this case I would recommend to have your agency or Magento developer test the patches extensively on your system.

Which PHP version do I need?
You need version 7.2. Smaller versions like PHP 5.6 or 7.0 should not be used anymore, because PHP has already stopped supporting these versions.

Is Enterprise Edition supported as well?
No, unfortunately Adobe does not provide us with the code. However, the code base of the Community and Enterprise Edition is largely the same, so it is very likely that the patches will work for the Enterprise Edition as well. You can therefore use our service, but you would have to have the patches thoroughly tested and verified by your agency or developer.
Patches

What are these files?
They are .patch files.
https://fileinfo.com/extension/patch

How will I be informed about new patches?
You will be informed about new patches by e-mail.

Will I be informed about the vulnerability before the patch is finished?
In some cases and when it is appropriate, we may inform you about the vulnerability before the patch is released. This can be the case e.g. with so-called "MySQL triggers".

How long does it take until a patch is finished?
Our goal is to make the patch available within 30 days after a security hole has been reported.

Is the installation of the patches also part of your service?
No, the patches must be installed by your technical service provider (agency or freelancer). It is important that they have enough experts and that the patches are tested in your staging (test) system beforehand.

What do the patches include?
The patches will only fix security vulnerabilities. There will be no new features and existing bugs in the Magento core will not be fixed unless they affect security. For reasons of compatibility, we will change Magento as little as possible, since this means that existing installations and extensions from third party vendors will have to be adapted as little as possible.

How many patches per year will there be?
In contrast to Magento/Adobe, who do not provide patches after 30 days after a security vulnerability has been reported, we plan to provide patches within one month after a security vulnerability has been reported. However, it is not possible to plan when we will become aware of this. This can lead to longer gaps or close sequences of releases.

How do you find the security holes?
We work together with hosters who report attacks to us. We also work closely with the community, who will also inform us about security vulnerabilities. We will analyze the patches for Magento 2 because the vulnerabilities are identical to those in Magento 1. And finally, we will run a BugBounty program, and pay "hackers" to find security vulnerabilities.
Do extensions from DriP vendors work with the patches?
We are only changing the Magento core. But if extensions have extended the core, e.g. by rewrites, the developer has to check it and adjust the overwritten classes as well.

Payment provider and PCI

What is PCI?
PCI is a set of rules used to secure payments in online shops. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Payment_Card_Industry_Data_Security_Standard

Can I continue to use my payment providers when I book your service?
Some payment providers are concerned about PCI compliance and recommend a quick relaunch. From our point of view, we comply with the PCI guidelines. If in doubt, you should check with your payment provider and explain that you are using our service to obtain security patches.

Do you have a certificate that I can show to my payment provider?
When you book our service, you will receive a certificate proving that you are patching your shop, which you can show.

Which payment providers will continue to offer extensions for Magento 1?
Some payment providers have already agreed to continue to maintain and offer their Magento extensions. You can find them on our website in the "Partners" section. In addition, PayPal has expressed their support for using our service to ensure that the PCI requirements are met. You can find more details in our blog!
https://mage-one.com/category/blog/